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ABSTRACT

Consider a linear, stochastic dynamic system in discrete-time with two decision-

makers (DM). As a special case the deterministic Nash problem is solved using

the matrix minimum principle. The cases where both DMs have different and noisy

observations and seek strategies according to the Nash Equilibrium and Team

concept, are discussed. Even in the special case that the control laws are

restricted to linear compensators of a fixed structure, it appears not possible

to obtain a separation result.
The relatívely simpler Team problem is worked out, and a concise overview of

the literature is given.
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1. Introduction

Our problem is motivated by the Interplay model, where several decision-makers
(governments) have partly conflicting goals in determining policy rules for
their national economies. Here we specialize to the two-DMs case and an equi-
librium between the strategies of the DMs will be established by using game-
theoretic concepts.
In a deterministic setting it is common to impose perfect state observation
for all the DMs; here mainly the stochastic case is studied, where the DMs
receive noisy observations which they may or may not share.
When they do not share their information, the calculation of the optimal stra-
tegies leads to overwhelming problems concerning existence, uniqueness and

computation.
It has been argued that the class of cost criteria has been chosen too large;
therefore one should restrict to controllers with a fixed structure. Certainly
some very deep and fundamental problems can be avoided, but new ones will
arise. Still the computational burden turns out to be enormous and involved.
The paper is organized as follows:
a general problem formulation is given in section 2 and the deterministic Nash

problem is solved by applying the matrix minimum principle in section 3. This

principle (see appendix A) is the main tool to solve the stochastic Nash pro-
blem with identical observations (section 4) and to analyse the stochastic

Team and Nash compensator problems in sections 5-8. The papers ends with some
concluding remarks and gives references on the theory of teams from an infor-
mational and economic point of view.
For details on the technique presented and its possibility to solve some
'classical' problems, we refer to 'On the Compensator', part I and II, [17] and
[18]. The matrix minimum principle has been introduced by M. Athans in [3].



2. General Problem Formulation

Consider a Gaussian system with two DMs

xttl - A xt t B1 ult f B2 u2t t M vt' x0

Both DMs receive observations yit and y2t resp. according to

ylt - C1 xt f N1 vt

y2t - C2 xt f N2 vt

The cost functions can be represented as

(1)

(2)

(3)

tl-1
J1 -(xTQifx) ti f tEO (xTQix t uiRl lul t u2R12u2) t (4)

ti-1
J2 -(xTQ2 fx) ti f tEO (xTQ2x f u1R21u1 t u2R22u2) t (5)

Qi' Qif ~ 0, i- 1,2, R12, R21 ~ 0, R11, R22 ' 0, all these matrices are
symmetric and may depend on time.

In (1) -(5) the following objects are used.

x : S2 x T-~ Rn state process, where xg E G(m,E)
k.

y, : SZ x T; R 1 observation process for DMi, i- 1,2.
~t

uit mi-dimensional control process for DMi, to be specified
below, i - 1,2.

T
vt : S2 x T -~ Rp white noise process, vt E G(O,V) , E[ vt vs] - 0, t~ s.

t E T-{0, 1, ...,t~ l,} time index set.

Some notation, which is needed later on, will be introduced.
Let Q({x }) denote the a-algebra generated by the random variable x: T x St

t x t x
~ Rn, then F t- Q({x }) and Fx - Q({x , s ~ t}). Loosely speaking, F t can bet t s -
viewed as the information contained in xt.
Remark. In equations (1) -(3) the system and observation noise can be made

independent by letting MVNT - 0. This case is usually treated in thei
literature.



To make the problem well defined, one has in addition to provide:
1) a solution concept,
2) an information structure.
Possible choices for the solution concept are: Nash, Stackelberg, Pareto, Team
solution.
The information structure can be open loop, feedback, closed-loop, 1-step de-
layed observation sharing.
Here we confine ourselves to the feedback Nash and Team solutions; the inform-
ation is allowed to be decentralized, i.e. different DMs have different in-
formation. More precise formulations will be given later on.
If the DMs share their information, we write for (2) and (3):

yt - C xt f N vt such that yt - ylt - y2t' C1 - C2 - C,
N1 - N2 - N.

Now a general problem formulation is:

Given a solution concept, given an information structure, find strategies for
DM1 and DM2 that are optimal with respect to the cost functions for the speci-
fied problem.

Here a strategy is understood to be a mapping from the observation space to
the action space. More detailed problems will be considered below. Central in
our discussion wi11 be the interaction between information and control. In the
most general case that is considered here, both DMs have different information
(they make different observations which they do not share),and they have dif-
ferent objectives.
It will turn out that the processing of the information and the controlling of
the system according to the Nash or Team solution concept are coupled problems;
this is contrary to the single-DM case where by favor of the separation prin-
ciple these problems are unrelated.
This coupled problem can in principle be solved as a two-points-boundary-value
problem (TPBVP), but gives no physical or economic interpretation. Moreover,

existence and convergence questions for this difficult (numerical) problem are

hard to obtain.
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3. The Deterministic Nash Problem

This problem was one of the first to be solved in the literature.
Here we investigate if we can find the solution using the matrix minimum prin-

ciple.
A deterministic, nonzero-sum, two-DMs Nash problem can be stated as

State equation: xt}1 - A xt f B1 ult t B2 u2t, x~ (6)

t E T - {O,l,...,tl-1}

Cost functions: the costs can be represented as in (4) and (5), with all
quantities deterministic.

Solution concept: J1(u~, u2) ~ J1(ul, u2) for all admissible u1

Nash Equilibrium J2(u~, u2) ~ J2(u~, u2) for all admissible u2

Information both DMs base their decision uit on xt,

Structure: i - 1,2 (feedback solution).

Assumption: DM1 and DM2 use linear, time-varying,
feedback gains ult - Lit xt

u2t - L2t xt.

(7)

Then (6) becomes: xt}1 -(A t B1L1 } B2L2)txt.
Now define Xt: T-~ Rnxn such that Xt :- xtxt and reformulate the problem in

terms of Xt.

The Deterministic Nash Problem
T

Given the state equation Xt}1 -(A -~ BiLl f B2L2)Xt(A t B1L1 t B2L2), XD

and costs J1 - tr (Q1fX)tl t tEOi tr(Q1 } LiR11L1 } L2R12L2)tXt
tl-1 T T

J2 - tr (Q2fX) tl t tEO tr (Q2 t L1R21L1 } L2R22L2) tXt

find (L~, L2) such that Ji(L~, L2) ~ J1(L1, L2) for all L1

J2(L~, L2) ~ J2(L~, L2) for all L2.

Theorem 1
Given the deterministic Nash problem.
Necessary conditions for L~t and L2t are



~ -1 T -1
Llt --R11 B1 pl,tfl Ettl A

~e -1 T -1
L2t --~2 B2 P2,tt1 Etfl

A where

Ettl - I t B1 R11 B1 Pl,ttl } B2 R22 B2 P2,tt1

Plt - Qlt } AT Ettl~ pl,tfiB1R11B1p1,tf1tP2,tf1B2R22R12R22B2p2,tf1}
-1

pl,ttl~ Etf1A

P2t - S`2t } ATEt-F1~p2,tf1B2R22B2p2,tt1}p1,tt1B1R11R21R11Blpl,ttl}
-1

p2, ttl~ Ett1A

p , P - Q , provided that the inverse of E exists for
1t1 - Qlf 2t1 2f tfl

all t E T.

Proof Let the Hamiltonian for DM1 be

H1(Xt' Pl,ttl' Llt, L2~) - tr(A t B1L1 t B2L2)Xt(A f B1L1 t B2L2)Tpl,tfl }

tr(Q1 f L1R11L1 } L2R12L2)tXt, then application of the MMP yields:

- costate equation plt - Qlt } L1tR11L1~ } L2tR12L2t }
(A f B1L~ f

B2L2)Pl,t-61 (A t B1L~ t B2L2) t

`pltl - Qlf

- first-order condition aLl - R11Llt } B1pl,ttl(A t B1Llt f B2L2t) - 0
lt

Similar for DM2: aL2 - R22L2t } B2p2,tt1(A}B1Llt t B2L2t) - 0
t

Now omit the stars and solve for Llt and L2t explicitly.

B1Llt --B1R11B1P1,tf1 (A t B1Llt t B2L2t)

B2L2t --B2R22B2P2,tt1 (A t B1Llt f B2L2t)

A - A
(-} )

(A -r~ B1L1 t B2L2)t - A-
IB1R11BiPl,tf1 } B2R22B2P2,tt1~ (A t B1L1 t B2L2)t

and by definition of Et}1 the control gains follow, assuming that Ettl is non-

singular. Substituting Lit, i- 1,2 into the costate equations, completes the

result. p



Remarks
1. In application of this solution to the Interplay model, there arise no

computational problems concerning the inverse of Et}1: it always exists.

The calculation of the complete algorithm, however, is rather time-consuming,

since the model is high-dimensional. It will be advantageous to investigate

the use of fast control algorithms, e.g. square root, Chandrasehkar algo-

rithms, which need to be adapted for the coupled Riccati equations. As an

addïtional advantage, one can hope for a more insightful representation of

the coupled Riccati equations.
2. This problem can also be solved by dynamic programming and by the vector

minimum principle, as was done for the first time by Starr and Ho in 1969

[23] in a continuous-time setting. The solutions obtained by the minimum

principles and by dynamic programming agree, indicating that the global and

the stagewise (recursive) Nash solutions coincide and that the solution is

unique under certain regularity conditions.



4. The stochastic Nash Problem with Identical Observations

This problem may be looked upon as a simple extension of the previous deter-

ministic problem, but another view ís possible. Under certain assumptions we

can derive a result where the separation property holds, or, in fact, it is

enforced at the outset.

Consider the Gaussian system

xtti - A xt t B1 ult f B2 u2t t M vt' x0
P: (8)

yt - C xt t N vt,

where both DMs receive the same observations y0' yl' y2' "'' yt' "' ~e costs

for DM1 and DM2 are E[ J1] and E[ J2] , resp. , with J1 and J2 given through (4)

and (5) and E denoting mathematical expectation. Two views on this problem

will be discussed in 4.1 and 4.2.

4.1. Make the following assumptions.
R~ewrite (8) as

ul

xttl - A xt f [ B 1: B2] [ u2] t M vt

t

yt - C xt f N vt

(9)

(9) can be considered as an ordinary LQG-model. So we have a separation result

and the state estimate xt ~ E[xtlFt-1] is well-defined and obeys

x - A x f[B :B ][ul] f K E, 3c
ttl t 1~ 2 u2 t t 0

t

where Kt - (AE tCT t MVNT )( CE tCT f NVNT
)-1

~ttl - AEtAT t MVMT - Kt(CEtCT t NVNT)-llCt

Et E G(O,VE) with Vs - CEtCT f NVNT

is the innovation process.

(10)

Kt is known as the Kalman gain, and Et :- E[ (xt-~t)(xt-~t)TIFt-1] is the error
covariance. (10) is just the Kalman filter equation.
Now assume: ult - Llt xt

u2t - L2t xt
i.e. both DMs base their control on the state estimate xt. This assumption

seems indeed plausible, since both DMs receive the same observations, they



know that fact and have therefore identical state estimators.

Now (10) becomes

~ttl -(A t B1L1 f B2L2)fct f Kt et,

and we will state the problem in terms of the error covariance Et.

The Stochastic Nash Problem with Identical Observations

Given the 'state' equation

~tti -(A f B1L1 t B2L2) Et (A t B1L1 t B2L2) T f KtVeKt

and the costs

t -1
E( J1] - tr (Qlf~) tl } t~0 tr (Q1 f LiR11L1 t L2R12L2) t~t

t -1
E[ J]- tr (Q E) f ~ tr (Q f LT L f LTR L) E

2 2f tl t-0
2 1R21 1 2 22 2 t t

find (Li, L2) such that

E[ J1 (L~, L2)] ~ E[ J1 (L1, L2)] for all L1

E[ J2 (L~, L2)] ~ E[ J2 (L~, L2 )] for all L2 .

Proposition 2
Consider the stochastic Nash problem with identical observations.

Necessary conditions for u~t and u2t are

~ -1 T -1ult - -R11 B1P1,tt1Etf1 A Rt
~ -1 T -1

u2t - -R22 B2P2,tt1Ett1 A Xt
with

Etfl - I f B1R11B1Pl,tti } B2R22B2P2,tf1

Plt - Qlt } ATEtfl[P1,tt1BiR11B1P1,tt1 } P2,tt1B2R22R12R22B2P2,tf1 }
-1

Pl,tfl] Etf1A

P2t - Q2t } ATEttl[P2,tt1B2R22B2P2,tf1 } P1,tf1B1R11R21R11B1P1,tf1 }
-1

P2,tt1] Etfl`~

and Rt given through (10).



Proof Since KtVEKt does not depend on Llt and L2t, theorem 1 applies with the

proper notational modifications. ~

4.2. A more general approach includes ignoring the separation result; each DM

has his own compensator, based on observations yt, which happen to be

equal for both DMs.

P: xttl ` A xt f B1 ult f B2 u2t ~- M vt' x0

C1' zl,ttl - A zlt f B1 ult f Klt[ yt - C zlt]

C2: z2 ~ tfl - A z2t f B2 u2t f K2t[ yt - C z2t]

(llb)

We do not include B2 u2t or B2L2 z2t into the RHS of C1, since a compensator

for DM1 can only contain those variables which are under DM1's control, i.e.

ult and yt.
Now the forcing term yt - C1 zlt should not only update the system's estimate

zl,ttl' but also provide an estimate for the influence of DM2 (i.e. B2 u2t).
Since zlt and z2t generally will differ, so will the terms yt - C1 zlt' i- 1,2

and therefore Kit. This suggests that a separation result is not likely to be

found when we follow the standard procedure, as described in part I[17]:

augment the system to (x, e, e2), where ei ~ x-zi, i- 1,2, derive Hamiltonians,
;

first-order conditions and solve them.
In fact this set-up is only a very slight modification of the general Nash

compensator to be discussed below. A further discussion of this topic is there-

fore postponed to section 8.
Notice that an additional constant term in C1 and C2 will not solve the pro-

blem, but only make it overparametrized.

Conclusion
The stochastic Nash problem with identical observations can be solved quite

easily if we impose at the outset that both DMs have the same estimate, at

which they base their control. Moreover it seems reasonable that the same so-

lution arises if the controls are taken a linear function of the observations

done in the past.
(Note that this class of strategies is wider).

yt - C xt t N vt

ult - Llt zit

u2t - L2tz2t
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If the controls have to be found by using a compensator for both DMs, based on
uit and yt, i- 1,2 then the problem gets involved. In fact it is a special
case of the stochastic Nash compensator problem, to be discussed in section 8.
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5. Stochastic Team Compensator Problem

5.1. Introduction
From now on we only regard the case where both DMs have different information.

It is customary to discern three cases by inspecting the cost functions.

i).zero-sum case : J1 - -J2
ii) nonzero-sum case: J1 ~ J2

iii) team solution : J1 - J2
In fact the team problem, if both DMs have different information sets, emerges

in the control literature as a(partially) decentralized control problem. If
both DMs have the same information, the problem can be aggregated to an ordi-

nary LQG-problem ("classical", in Witsenhausen's [25] terminology).
In this section we will study the team problem first; the Nash problem is

slightly more envolved, mainly for notational reasons.

5.2. Problem-formulation
The model used here is as in section 2.

Assume:

P: xttl - A xt f B1 ult f B2 u2t t M
vt' x0

ylt - C1 xt f N1 vt

y2t - C2 xt f N2 vt

(12)

(13)

t1-1
costs: J(ul, u2) -(xTQfx)tl f tEG (xT0 x t uiRlul t u2R2u2)t (14)

Ri-Rl ~ 0, i- 1.2. Q-QT' ~, Qf-Qf? 0.

x~ E G (m. E )

vt E G(0, V) , E[ vtvs] - 0, t~ s.

First we define the stochastic team problem.

The Stochastic Team Problem
Given (12), (13) and (14) find controls u~t and u2t, t E T such that u~t is
Ftll-adapted and u2t is Ft21-adapted and E[J(ul,u2)] is minimized simultaneous-
ly with respect to u~ and u2.

Usually the team concept is replaced by the Person-by-Person Optimal (PbP)
concept. In addition one has to give conditions under which a PbP-optimal solu-
tion is also team optimal ( the converse is always true).
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The Stochastic Person-by-Person Optimal Control Problem

Given (12), (13) and (14) find controls (u~t, Ftli-adapted, t E T) and
Y

(uZt, Ft21-adapted, t E T) such that
~ ~ ~

E[ J(ui , u2 )] ~ E[ J(ul , u2 )] for all admissible ui

E[ J(u~, u2) ] ~ E[ J(u~, u2) ] for all admissible u2

Remark
In what follows, we shall assume that a PbP-optimal solution is always team

optimal. A sufficient condition for this is that J(ul, u2) is strictly convex
in U1 x U2, where ~, i- 1,2 is the admissible input space of DMi.
Therefore the problems that we discuss, will always be called team problems,

although actually PbP-optimal decision rules are asked for.

5.3. Analysis of the stochastic team problem
From a discussion of the various team problems given in the literature, it is
clear that the derivation of the optimal team solution for the problem of 5.2
meets with formidable difficulties. One possible approach consists of invoking

the compensator and try to analyse the problem under a more restricted struc-
ture.
Let DMi and DM2 have compensators C1 and C2 as follows:

C1' zl,ttl - A zlt } B1 u1t } Klt[ylt - Clzlt]

C2 : z2,tt1 - A z2t t B2 u2t f K2t[y2t - C2 z2t]

(15)

(16)

Here we take a compensator of a very restricted form: they are n-dimensional
just as the state process xt, the initial values are given (zio - m) and only
Kit and Lit, t E T, i- 1,2 are unknown.
More general would be zl,tfl - Ft Zlt } Gt ult } Ht ylt

utl - Llt zlt'
but in this representation it is not clear how to determine the unknowns Ft,
Gt, Ht, Lt (and, if needed, the order of z1t)'
Still the problem of how to determine for a specific problem a good structure
for the compensator is open and will not be discussed here.
The structure of C1 and C2 in (15) and (16) should be considered as an initial,
preliminary attempt.

ult - Llt zlt

u2t - L2t z2t
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The augmented state equation can be written as

x

zl

z2,tt1

Let A :-

M :-

rA

r A B1L1 B2L2

K1C1 A-1-B1L1-K1C1 0

K2C2 0

B1L1 B2L2 ,

K1C1 AtB1L1-K1C1 0

K2C2 0 AtB2L2-KZC2J

M

K1N1

LK2N2

zl

z2~ t

IM

KiNlf vt (17)

LK2N2~ t

3nx3n, Et : T~ R the covariance matrix of

with Et - ~t - ~11 ~12 ~13 ' ~ij ' T } Rnxn. i.J - 1.2.3,
T .
~12 ~22 ~23
T T
~13 ~23 ~33

then from (14) and (17) we have in terms of Et.

State equation: Et}1 - Aïtp,T t MVMT,
T T Tmm mm mm
T T Tmm mm mm

t -1
Expected costs: E[J] - tr(QfEll)t }~ tr Qt~t1 t-0

where Qt - diag(Q, LiR1L1, L2R2L2)t,

(18)

(19)

Now the stochastic team compensator problem can be stated in terms of Et. Kit
and Lit as follows.

AfB2L2-K2C2~

The Stochastic Team Compensator Problem
Given (18) and (19), find (Llt, L2t' Klt' K2t, t E T) such that E[J] is mini-
mized.
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Proposition 3
The first-order conditions for the stochastic Team compensator problem are
given by

aH - BT (E tE ) TP AE E t R L ETE E - 0
8L1 1 1 2 tfl t 2 1 1 2 t 2

aL2 - B2(E1fE3)TPtt1A~tE3 t R2L2E3EtE3 - 0

aH - ETP AE (E -E )CT t ETP E MVNT f
aK 2 ttl t 1 2 1 2 ttl 1 1

E2Ptt1E2K1N1~i } E2Ptt1E3K2N2VN1 - 0T T T T

aH - ETP AE (E -E ) CT f ETP E MVNT f
aK2 3 tfl t 1 3 2 3 ttl 1 2

E3Pt-1-lE2K2N2~2 t E3Ptt1E2K1NiVN2 - 0

The costate equation obeys:

~T ~
Pt - A

Ptf1A } Qt' Ptl - Qf 9)

Proof. From (18) and (19) we have the Hamiltonian

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

H(Ft' Ptfi' Klt'
K2t, Lit, L2t) ~ tr (AEtATPttl } MVMTPtfl

t Qt~t)
with

A- ElAEl t E2AE2 f E3AE3 f(E1fE2)B1L1E2 f(E1fE3)B2L2E3 f E2KiC1(E1-E2)T t

E3K2C2 (E1-E3) T.

MVMT - E MVMTET -F E MVNTKTET f E MVNTKTET t E K N VMTET f E K N VNTKTET f
1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2

E K N VNTKTET f E K N VMTET f E K N VNTKTET f E K N VNTKTET
2 1 1 2 2 3 3 2 2 1 3 2 2 1 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 3

Qt - E1QE1 t E2LiR1L1E2 t E3L2R2L2E3

0

, E2 .- I , E3 --
0

0
0 , I the nXn unity matrix.

IJ

The result follows from applying the correct (composite) differentiating rules

for traces of matrices. ~
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6. The Separation Principle and The Stochastic Team Compensator

From (20) -(23) we want to obtain explicit expressions for Kit' Lit' i- 1,2.
Favorable would be that the Lit, i- 1,2 only depend on the backward Pt}1- re-
cursion and that the Kit, i- 1,2 only depend on the forward Et-recursion.
It is not clear how this can be achieved; not even in the case where (20) -
(23) are expanded in terms of the 9 blocks of Pt}1 and Et.
Therefore we will follow a different route, to heuristically show that a
separation result only can occur under very special circumstances. First,
remember from part II we had the LQG-separation result, and thís result im-
plied for the first-order condition for Lt:

B1E1Ptf1A2tE1 ~ B1E1Ptf1E1(A f BLt)E1~tE1

where ~ denotes that special values for some blocks of P and E have beer. used.
TIn fact Pt}lAEt reduces to Ptt1E1(AtBLt)ElEt. Now we proceed entirely similar

in the two-DM case. For simplicity, the case with uncorrelated noises is con-
sidered, i.e. MVNi - 0, i- 1,2 and NiVN2 - 0.
Now (20) - ( 23) reduce to:

B1(E1tE2)TPtf1A~tE2 f R1L1E2EtE2 - 0

B2 (E1tE3) TPt-I-lAEtE
j-F R2L2E3EtE3 - 0

E2Ptf1A~t
(E1-E2) C1 f

E2Ptf1E2K1N1~1 - 0

E3Ptt1AEt(E1-E3)C2 f E3Ptt1E3K2N2VN2 - 0

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

From ( 25) we evaluate (E1}E2)TPtt1AEtE2. Two observations are important here:

- from A all blocks containing K.C., i- 1,2 must vanishi i
- the factor E2EtE2 must show up at the end.
Now from (25) we have

(E1tE2)TPtt1A~tE2 - (P11tP12. P12}P22- P13}P23)tt1A

- (P11fP12)Aê.12 t (P12tP22)K1C1i.12 t (P13tP23)K2C2E12 f

(P11~P12)B1L1~22 } (P12tP22)(AfB1L1-K1C1)E22 t
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(P11tP12)B2L2E23 f (P13tP23)(AfB2L2-K2C2)E23.

Now KiCl vanishes if

E12 - E22 orP12a-P22-U,

and K2C2 vanishes if

E12 - E23 or P13 f P23 - 0.

Observe here that the factor E2EtE2 only shows up if we set

T
~12 - ~22 - ~23

Then we have

B1(E1}E2)TPtt1A~tE2
(29) (P11}P12.p12}P22'P12}p23)

~AfB1L1fB2L"l
l

(29)

TE2EtE2.AfB1L1

J
LAfB2L2

This expression satisfies all the requirements.
Completely similar is the derivation for the first-order condition of L2t.
From l"26) we have

~13 - 223 - 233 (30)

Now the filter gain is regarded, by a completely dual exposition.
From (27) we have

211-~12

E2Ptf1A2t(Ei-E2) - (P12P22P23)A E12-222
T T
213-223

(P12AfP22K1C1fP23K2C2)(E11-E12) f

~P12BiL1tP22 (AfBiLi-KiCl)] (E12-E22) t

~P12B2L2tP23(AtB2L2-K2C2)] (E13-E23)
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Now B L and B L vanish if we choose (PT tP - 0 and PT tP - 0) or
T 1 1 2 2 T T 12 22 12 23

(~12-~22 - 0 and E13-~23 - 0).

Due to the factor E2Ptt1E2 which has to cancel out of the filter gain eguation,
only the first condition on the P-blocks is applicable here. The other condi-
tion on the E-blocks has already been established by virtue of (29) and (30).
So we have the reduction

~11-~12

E2Ptt1A~t(E1-E2) - E2Ptt1E2(A-K1C1-K2C2:A-K1CI:A-K2C2) ~12-~22
T T

~13-~"l3 I

if we set P12 t P22 - 0 and P12 } P13 - 0
Entirely similar we have for DM2 from (28)

P13tP23-0 andP13tP33 -0

Now we combine (25)-(28) and (29)-(32) in the following result.

(31)

(32)

Proposition 4
Consider the stochastic Team compensator problem, together with the first-
order conditions (25)-(28) for the uncorrelated noise case.
The enforce separation we have to impose the following restrictions:

~PT t P - 0, PT t P - 0, PT t PT - 0 PT t P - 0
12 22 12 23 13 23 ' 13 33

L~12 - ~22 - ~23 - ~13 - ~33

The first-order conditions then reduce to:

B1(P11tP12)(AtB1L1tB2L2) t R1L1 - 0

B2(P11tP13)(AtB1L1tB2L2) t R2L2 - 0

(A-K1C1-K2C2)(E11-~12)C1 t K1N1VNi - 0

(A-K1C1-K2C2)(E11-E13)C2 t K2N2VN2 - 0

(33)

(34)

Where we have assur.led that E2y and P22 are nonsingular. ~
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From (34), we can give explicit expressions for Lit and Kit, i- 1,2, where

the Lit depend on (P11-P22)tf1 and the Kit on (~11-~22)t'

However, the restrictions (33) seem very unrealistic for the proposed
compensator structure (15) and (16).

~For example
E12 -~22

says E[xzi] - E[zlzl]

E [ (x-21) zi] - 0,

or the error (x-zl) is an orthogonal projection on the compensator zl.
A similar argument holds for DM2.
Moreover, the covariances E22 and E33 are equal: Bij inspecting (12), (13),
(15) and (16), it looks extremely unlikely that both errors have this pro-
jection property, since the influence of the opponent in the compensator
equation has not been modelled.
Indeed by expanding the costate equation (24) and evaluating recursions for

P12 } P22' P12 } P23' P13 } P23' P13 } P23 no way can be found to obtain
condi tions as ( 31) and ( 32 ).
The dual case (~12 -~22 -~23 -~13 -~33) can be treated analogously and
leads to the same conclusion. An exception has to be made for degenerate cases:
if B1 or B2 equals zero, the problems reduces to a(modified) single-DM LQG-
problem, where separation occurs. By duality, if C1 or C2 equals zero, one DM
has to play open loop and his opponent knows therefore the state estimate of
the open-loop player.

Conclusion
A dynamic stochastic team problem is considered where the two DMs have decen-

tralized information patterns. By imposing a fixed structure on the control-

lers, the question whether a separation result between estimation and control

holds, arises and has been answered negatively, but on heuristic arguments.

This indicates that the processing of the noisy information available to the

DPis and the controls exerted by both controllers inaccordance to their weights

in the costs, are coupled problems, which are hard to tackle.

Theoretically, optimal strategies can be found by solving the Problem numeri.-

cally. In symbolic notation we have arrived at:
Let í)t -(K1, K2, L1, L2)t, f, g, h are arbitrary functions.

I. forward state equation : f(~t' ~tfl' et) - g' ~0
II. backward costate equation : g(Pt. Pt~-1' et) - ~' Pte ) - 0 1III. first-order condition - h(~t' Pttl' t
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This parametrized TPBVP can be solved by iteration.

1. initialize Et, Pt, 6t for all t E T.

2, solve the TPBVP I and II for fixed 6t, t E T.

3. solve 6t, t E T from III for values of Et and Pt}1 found under 2.

4. stop if converges, else go to 2.

Up to now nothing has been said about existence and convergence of a unique

solution for this algorithm.
A very simple two-stage example, to be presented in the next section shows

that implementation will not be a straightfonaard procedure.
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7. The Stochastic Team Compensator: A Two-Stages Example

Consider the (x,zl,z2)-representation for t- 0,1.

We have

A BiLl B2L2

K1C1 AfBiLl-KiCi 0

K2C2 0 AfB2L2-K2C2J
t

~t :- diag(Q. LiRiLl~ L2R2L2)t

Denote the 8 unknowns as Kl(t) , t - 0,1

K2(t) , t-0,1

L1(t) , t - 0,1

LL2(t) , t-0,1

Cf. (18) the state equation obeys

~T ~ ~T

~t~-1 - At~tAt
t MtVMtr E 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0

and cf. (24) the costate equation obeys

~T ~T ~
Pt - AtPtf1A t Qt~

r

Q2 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
-.

, Mt :-

K1N1

K2N2
t

(35)

(36)

where we have assumed that x0 E G(O,E) to obtain complete duality between

state and costate equation. Furthermore we restrict to the uncorrelated case
i.e. MVNi - 0, i- 1,2, N1VN2 - 0.
For the two-stages case the costs are given through (19) for tl - 2.

E[J] - tr E11(2)Q2 f tr{Q1E11(1) t L1(1)Ft1L1(1)E22(1) t L2R2L2(1)E33(1) 1

QOE11 (0) t LiRiLl (0) E22 (0) t LZR2 (0) E33 (0) }-
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- tr E11(2)Q2 f tr{Q1E11(1) t QOE t L1(1)R1L1(1)~22(1) t
(37)

L2(1)R2L2(1)E33(1)} , due to the initial condition for (35).

The unknowns can be found from the 8 first-order conditions

aH aH - 0 , t- 0,1aKl(t) - o ' aK2(t)
(38)

aH aH - o, t- o, iaLl(t) - o ' aL2(t)

Like (25)-(28) the first-order conditions for this special case can be written

as

B1(E1fE2)TP1AOEOE2 t R1L1(0)E2EOE2 - 0

Bi(E1tE3)TP1AOEOE3 f R2L2(0)E3EOE3 - 0

E2P1AOE0(E1-E2)C1 f E2P1E2K1(0)N1VN1 - 0

E3P1AOE0(E1-E3)C2 f E3P1E3K2(0)N2VN2 - 0

B1(E1tE2)TP2AlElE2 t R1L1(1)EZElE2 - 0

B1(E1tE3)TP2AElE3 f R2L2(1)E3E1E3 - 0

E2P2AlE1(E1-E2)C1 t E2P2E2K1(1)N1VNi - 0

E3P2AlE1(E1-E3)CZ t E3P2E3K2(1)N2VNi - 0

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

EO and P2 are known from the initial conditions.
E1 and P1 can be expressed in Ki(t), Li(t), P2 and EO by using (35) and (36).

A calculation shows that:

E- AEAT f MVMT AECiKl

K1CIEAT K1 [C1EC1 t
N1~1] K1

K2C2iAT K2C2ECiKi

1 AEC2K2
~, T T

KiC1..C2K2

K2 [C2EC2 t N2VN2]
K2

~ t-0
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P1 - ATQ2A ~- Q ATQ2B1L1

LiBiQ2A Li LB1Q2B1 } R1] L1
T T T TL2B2Q2A L2B2Q2B1Li

So we have:

P1AOE0 -

T
A Q2B2L2
LiBiQ2B2L2

L2 [B2Q2B2 } R2] L2 t-1

(ATQ2AfQ)AE f ATQ2B1L1(1)Ki(0)C1E t ATQ2B2L2(1)K2(0)C2E 0 0

L1 (1)BiQ2A2E t Li (1) [BiQ2BitR1] L1 (1)K1 (0)C1E t

L1(1)BiQ2B2L2(1)K2(0)C2E

L2(1)B2Q2A2E t L2(1) [B2Q2B2f-R2]L2(1)K2(0)C2E t

L2(1)B2Q2B1L1(1)K1(0)C1E

0 0

0 0

The first row of P2AlE1 is given by

(P2AE1)11 - Q2A(AEATtMVMT) -~ Q2B1L1(1)K1(0)C1EAT t Q2B2L2(1)K2(0)C2EAT

(p2p,E1) 12 - Q2A2ECiKi (0) t Q2B1L1 (1) K1 (0) [C1ECifN1VNi] K1 (0) f

Q2B2L2(1)K2(0)C2ECiKi(0)

(P2AE1)13 - Q2A2EC2K2(0) t Q2B1L~(1)K1(0)C1SC2K2(0) f

Q2B2L2 (1) K2 (0) [C2EC2fN2VN2] K2 (0)

and the entries of the second and third row are all zero.

Now t.he 8 first-order conditions (39)-(46) can be stated solelv in terms of

Ki(t)r Li(t)i Ai Bii Ci. Er Q2r NiVNi, MVMT, i- 1,2.

Observe that E~ and P2 are positive-semi-definite, so part of the state is
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observed without error and a part does not affect the costs. This explains
that, using P1AOE0 and P2AlE1, we see that (39), (40), (45) and (46) vanish,

or: Li(0), L?(0), Ki(1) and K2(1) cannot be determined. The remaining four

first-order conditions can be given now as functions of L1(i), L2(1), Ki(0)

and K2 ( 0) only .

After substituting of P1AOE0 and P2AlE1 we arrive at

(41) ~ Li (1)BiQ2A2ECi f Li (1) [B1Q2B1fRi] L1 (1)Ki (0) [CiECi-~N1VN1]

f Li(1)BiQ2B2L2(1)K2(0)C2~Ci - 0

(42 ) ~ L2 (1) B2Q2A2 EC2 t LZ (1) [B202B2-~R2] L2 (1) K2 (0 ) [C2EC2fN2VN2]

t "L2(1)B2Q2BiL1(1)K1(0)CiEC2 - 0

(43) ~ BiQ2A2EC1Ki (0) t [BiQ2BifR1] Li (1) K1 (0) [CiECitNiVNi] Kl (0)

t BiQ2B2L2(1)K2(0)C2ECiKi(0) - 0

(44) ~ BZQ2A2EC2K2 (0) f [B2Q2B2fR2] L2 (1) K2 (0) [C2ECZtN2VN2] K2 (0)

t B2Q2BiL1(1)K1(0)C1EC2K2(0) - 0

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

Now (47)-(50) should be used to determine the four remaining unknowns. However,

if we postmultiply (47) and (48) by K1(0) and K2(0) resp. and if we premulti-
ply (49) and (50) by Li(1) and L2(1) resp. we see that (41) equals (43) and

(42) equals (44) .
This suggests that only the two pair Li(1)K1(0) and L2(1)K2(0) can be deter-

mined from (47)-(50).
It will turn out that these two products are all that is needed to determine
the controls for both DMs and the optimal costs.

At time t- 1 we have for the compensator of DM1:

~zl (1) - Azi (0) t Blul ( 0) t Ki ( 0) [Y1 (0) - Cizi (0)]

ul(0) - Li(0}zl(0)
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Since zl(0) - 0, it is immediate that ul(0) and zl(1) - K1(0)yl(0).

Then ui(1) - L1(1)zl(1) yields ul(1) - L1(1}K1(0)yl(0).

Summarizing:

ul (0) - 0 , ul (1) - L1 (1) Kl (0)yl (0)

(51)

Lu2(0) - 0 , u2(1) - L2(1)K2(0)y2(0).

To evaluate the optimal costs from (37) we need E11(2)'
A calculation shows that

E11(2) - (AlElAitMiVMi)11 -

A(AEATfMVMT)AT f MVMT f A2EC1K1(0)Li(1)B1 f

A2EC2K2(0)L2(1)B2 f B1L1(1)K1(0)CIEATAT f

B1L1 (1) Kl (0) [c1E~1fN1VNi] Kl (0) L1 (0)Bi f

B1L1(1)K1(0)C1EC2K2(0)L2(1)B2 f B2L2(1)K2(0)C2EATAT f

B2L2(1)K2(0)C2ECiKi(0)Li(1)Bi f

B2L2(i)K2(0) [C2EC2fN2VN2]K2(0)L2(1)B2.

From this expression we conclude that the term for the final costs only

consists of known quantities and the products L1(1)K1(0), L2(1)K2(0).

The second trace-term in (37) can be evaluated as follows:

tr{Q1E11(1) t Q~E f
L1(1)R1L1(1)~22(1)

t
L2(1)R2L2(1)~33(1)} -

tr{Q~E t Q1 (AEATfM~7MT) t Li (1)R1L1 (1)Kl (0) [C1ECitN1VN1] K1 (0) t

L2 (1) R2L2 (1) K2 (0 ) [C2ECZtN2VN2] K2 (0 ) } .

Using the properties for the trace operator tr AT - tr A and tr AB - tr BA,

if A, B are compatible, it is easily seen that this term only consists of
L2(1)K2(0) and L1(1)K2(0), besides quantities that are known.
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A numerical example
Consider the scalar case: assume L.(1) and K.(0) are nonzero.i i
Then from (47) and (48) :

BiQ2A2EC1 t[BiQ2B2tR1] L1 (1) Kl (0) [C1ECifN1VNi] t

BiQ2B2L2(1)K2(0)C2ECi - 0

B2Q2A2EC2 -~ [B2QB2-1~R2]L2(1)K2(0) [C2EC2fN2VN2] t

BZQ2B1L1(1)K1(0)C1EC2 - 0

(52) and (53) can be considered as two equations in two unknowns, namely:
LKl :- L1(1)Kl(0) and LK2 :- L2(1)K2(0).
Now let

n- ml - m2 - kl - k2 - 1

Mvr1T - i, N,VNT - 1, i- 1,2.
1 1

B1 - B2 - C1 - C2 - 1, Q2 - E- 1.

R1 - 1, R2 - 2, A-.5, then

4 t 4LK1 t LK2 - 0

4-~ 6LK1 f LKl - 0

LK1 - -.036

L LK2 - -.032

(52)

(53)

a

Conclusion
For a simple two-stages example, the optimal controls for both DMs have been
calculated. They are given by the expression (51), indicating the coupling
between the control gains L,(i) and the filter gains K.(0) very clearly. Thei i
products Li(1)Ki(0), i- 1,2 can be solved from (47) and (50).
In addition, an expression of the optimal costs is given.
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8. The Stochastic Nash Compensator Problem

Introduction
Along the same lines as the analysis of the previous sections, the Nash pro-

blem can be investigated. There is a complication only in the sense that both

DMs have their own costate equations, which are coupled. Since there is also

a coupling with the state equation, a similar discussion for the Nash problem

would be quite involved, but will evoke no new views.
First the Nash Compensator Problem for (x,zl,z2)-representation is stated,

without use of the E1, E2, E3 matrices. Formulae will be given for all the

relevant expressions without any analysis, but only to be complete and for
reference purpose.
Since the (x,el,e2)-representation is of some interest, again a problem
formulation, first-order conditions, etc., now in terms of E1, E2, E3 will be

given in Appendix B.
A similar problem as discussed in Appendix B has been 'solved' by Rhodes and

Luenberger [21], with the minor modifications that their model is in
continuous-time, and zero-sum. They apply an extension of dvnamic programminR

to obtain formulae very reminiscent to (34). As pointed out earlier in "On

the Compensator" part I, [17], page 24, D.P. cannot be applied here, since

the sigma-algebra's a({zt}) and Q({zt}1}) are not nested, as required to apply

D.P. Their results, transformed into our notation, are reported in Appendix

C.

The Two DM Stochastic Nash Compensator

We restrict ourselves to the (x,zl,z2)-representation. The problem formula-

tion equals the one of section 2.
Given

System equation xt}1 -~t } Blult } B2u2t } Mvt , x8

x~ E G(m,E)

vt E G(O,V) , E[vtvs] - 0, t~ s

(54)

observations I ylt - Clxt t Nlvt (55)

y2t - C2xt t N2vt
~
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Cost functions

DM1 : J

DM2 : J

tl-1

1 - (xTQlfX)tl } t0(xTQlxtu1R11u1tu2R21

Compensators

DM1 : r zl ~tfl - Azl ~t t Blult f Klt [ylt - Clzlt] , m

Lult - Lltzlt

DM2:

M

Notation: Ix ~
Let E(t) : T; R3nx 3n be the covariance of 'zli ,

z2 ~ t

2 - (xTQ2fx)tl
} t

0(xTQ2xfuiR21u1fu2R22u2)t (57)

Q1, Q2 ~ 0, R11, R22 ~ 0, R12, R21 ~ 0, all matrices symmetric.

z2,tf1-Az2,t
t B2u2t t K2t[y2t - C2z2t] ' m

L u2t - L2tz2t

A .- A B1L1 B2L2

K1C1 AfB1L1-K1C1 0

K2C2 0 AfB2L2-K2C2

, M .-

K1N1

K2N2

(56)

(58)

(59)

t

then the system equations and the cost functions can be restated in terms of
E(t) as follows:

~tfl - AEtAT t MVMT

E(0) - I E mmT mmT

T T T
cun mm mm

T T Tmm mm mm

(60)
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E[J1] - tr(Qlf~li)
f E tr L1R11L1tl t-0 ~

L2R12L2

tl-1

E[J2] - tr
(Q2f~11)t

t E tr
1 t-0

TLiR21L1 T

L2R22L2

t

E (t) (61)

E (t) (62)

In this problem formulation DM1 chooses Llt and Klt as control and filter
gain resp. and DM2 chooses L2t and K2t.
Et, the covariance of the augmented state can be seen as the state. If we

suppose the DMs act according to the Nash Equilibrium concept, we have the

following problem.

The Stochastic Nash Compensator Problem
Giveri the state equation (60), the costs functions (61) and (62), find Ui :-

{(Kit,
L~t),t E T} and

U2 :- {(K2t' L2t)' t E T} such that

E[J1 (U~, U2) ] ~ E[J1 (U1, U2)] for all admissible U1 ,

E[J2 (U~, U2) ] ~ E[J2 (U~, U2)] for all admissible U2.

x
Now let Pt : T~ R3n 3n and IIt : T-Y R3nx n be the costate of DM1 and DM2

resp. Then the stochastic Nash compensator can be reformulated in terms of

the first-order conditions for the Hamiltonians. Since each DM has his own

(parametrized) optimization problem, let Hi and H2 be the Hamiltonians of

DM1 and DM2 resp.

H1(~t' Ptfl' Klt, Llt, K2t, L2t) -

tr{AEtATPtfl } M~7MTPtt1 t

tl-1 ~ Q1 (d

Q1 ~T
L1R11L1

~
T ye

L2R12L2
-..

(63)

~ ~
H2(~t' nttl' Klt' Llt' K2t' L2t) -
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tr{AEtATIItfl} ~TRtfl }
Q2 ~

LTR L~1 21 1 T
L2R22L2

E (t) } (64)

Remark: L2R12L2 is understood to read like (L2)TR12L2 and similarly for

T ~EL1R21L1.

Now the matrix minimum principle (Appendix A) ímmediately yields

Proposition 5
If (U~, U2) is the optimal solution for the Stochastic Nash Compensator
Problem, then there exist costate equations for Pt and IIt such that

i) Pt - ATPtt1A f

ii) ~t - AT~t-F1A
f

Q1 T
L1R11L1 T

L2R12L2

Q2 TL1R21L1 T

L2R22L2

t

t

' Pt - Qlf (65)
1 ~

, IIt - Q2f (66)
1 ~

and the first-order conditions for this unconstrained optimization problem
are given by

axlt
x

ax2
- o,

ax2t
axl

x
- o,

aLlt

Derivation of the first-order conditions

A calculation shows that

ax2
o' aL2t

-o

aH1
- PT (tfl) LA(E -E )CT-F-B L (ET -E )CTfB L (ET -ET )CTtMVNT] f

BKlt 12 11 12 1 1 it 12 22 1 2 2t 13 23 1 1

P22(ttl) ~Klt{C1(Z11-E12-Ei2fE22)CitN1VN1}f(AfB1Lit) (~12-~22)C1] }

P23(tfl) ~K2t{C2(E11-E12-Ei3tE23)CifN2VNi}f(AtB2L2t) (E13-E23)C1]

0

- 0
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8L1t - [B1
(PI1tP12)A-~B1 (P12tP22) KitCitBi (P13tP23) K2tC2]

~12
(t) t

[B1(P11tP12tP12-FP22)BiL1ttB1(P12tP22)(A-K1tC1)tR11Llt]E22(t) t

[B1(P11tP12tP13tP23)B2L2ttB1(P13tP23)(A-K2tC2)]~23(t)

- 0

aK2t - II13(ttl)[A(E11-~13)C2tB2L2t(~13-~33)C2tBiL1t(~12-~23)C2tMVN2] t

II33(ttl)[K2t{C2(E11-E13-Ei3tE33)C2tN2VN2}t(A-FB2L2t)(E13-E33)CZ] t

I[23(tti)[Klt{C1(~11-~13-~12t~23)C2tNiVN2}t(AtBiLit)(~12-~23)C2]

- 0

8L2 - LB2 (niitn13)AtB2 (~12t~23) K1tCitB2 (~13tII33) K2tC2] E13 (t) t
2t

[B2(~l1t~12t~13t~23)B1L1ttB2(~12t~23)(A-KitC1)]~23(t) t

[B2 (.?I11tII13t~13tII33) B2L2ttB2 (II13t1I33) (A-K2tC2) tR22L2t]
E33 (t)

- 0

If no time-argument is induced, it is understood that all E-blocks are
evaluated at time t and all P-blocks at time ttl.

Formulae for matrix blocks in E(t), P(t) and II(t)
From the state equation (60) and the costate equations for P(t) and II(t)
(65) and (66) resp., we readily obtain:

E11(ttl) - AE11ATt[AE12tB1L1E22tB2L2E23]LiBi t

[AE13tBiL1E23tB2L2E33]L2B2 t

BiL1E12ATtB2L2E1jATtMVMT
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E12(ttl) - IA(~11-E12)CitB1L1(~12-E22)CitB2L2(Ei3-E23)C1tMVN1]Ki t

AE12(AtB1L1)TtB1L1E22(AtB1L1)TtB2L2E23(A-i-B1L1)T

E22(ttl) - ~K1{C1(~11-E12-E12tE22)CitN1VNi}t(AtBiLl)(E12-~22)C1]K1

t K1C1(~12-~22)(AtB1L1)Tt(AtB1L1)~22(AtBiLl)T

E23(ttl) - [K2{C2(E11-E12-Ei3tE23)CitN2VNi}t(AtB2L2)(E13-~23)C1]K1

t K2C2 (E12-E23) (A-~BiLl) Tt (AtB2L2)
~23

(A-fB1L1) T

E13(ttl) - ~A(E11-E13)C2tBiL1(~12-E23)C2tB2L2(~13-E33)CZtM~7N2]K2

t AE13(AtB2L2)fB1L1E23(AtB2L2)TfB2L2E33(AtB2L2)T

~23(tti) - ~K1{C1(~11-~12-~13t~23)C2tNiVN2}t(AtBiLi)(~12-~23)C2]K2

t
K1C1 (~13-~23)

(AtB2L2) Tt (A-1-BiLi)
~23

(AtB2L2) T

~33(ttl) - ~K2{C2(~11-~13-~13t~33)C2tN2VN2}t(AtB2L2)(~13-~33)C2]K2

t
(AtB2L2) ~33 ( A-F~B2L2) TtK2C2 (E13-E33) ( AtB2L2) T

The equations for E12(ttl), E22(ttl) and E23(ttl) have been written in such a
form that the coefficients of Klt in the REiS of these expressions also appear

ax
in the first-order-condition following from 1- 0.

aKlt
aH

A similar remark holds for E13' ~23' ~33 and 8K2 - ~'2t

Some of the relevant matrix blocks of P(t) and II(t) now follow.
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P11(t) - ATP11At[ATP12tC1K1P22tC2K2P23]K1C1 t

[ATP13tC1K1P23tC2K2P33]K2C2 t

CiK1P12AtC2K2P13At~1t~

P12 (t) - Li [B1 (P11tPi2)AtBl (P12tP22) K1C1tB1
(P13tP23) K2C2] t

(A-K1C1)TP12At(A-K1C1)TP22K1C1t(A-K1C1)TP23K2C2

P2? (t) - Li (Bi (P11tP12tPi2tP22) B1L1tBi (P12tP22) (A-K1C1) tR11L1] t

(A-K1C1)T(P12tP22)B1Llt(A-K1C1)TP22(A-K1C1)

P23(t) - Li[Bi(P11tP12tP13tP23)B2L2tBi(P13tP23)(A-K2C2)] t

(A-K1C1)T(P12tP23)B2L2t(A-K1C1)TP23(A-K2C2)

II13 (t) - L2 [B2 (II11tIii3) AtB2 (II12tII23) K1C1tB2 (II13tn33) K2C2] t

(A-K2C2)TII13At(A-K2C2)TII23K1C1t(A-K2C2)T~33K2C2

II23 (t} - L2 [B2 (]I11tII12tIIi3tII23) B1L1tB2 (II12tII23) (A-K1C1) ] t

(A-K2C2)T(II13t1I23)B1Llt(A-K2C2)TII23(A-K1C1)

II33 (t) - L2 [B2 (TI11tII13tIIi3tII33) B2L2tB2 (II13tII33) (A-K2C2) tR22L2] t

(A-K2C2)T(~13tII33)B2L2t(A-K2C2)TII33(A-K2C2)

Again, the coefficients of Lit in the RHS of the Pi2, P22, P23-recursions also

aHl
show up in the first-order-condition following from - 0, and similar for

aLlt
DMs. This feature leads to the remarkable formula of the next section, earlier
derived for the single-DM LQG case in part I2, [18].
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A remarkable formula for the stochastic Nash compensator problem
From the first-order conditions and the expressions for blocks of Et, Pt and
IIt we can derive.

T
Let

Plt '- ( P12 P22 P23) t

T T
P2t '- (~13 ~33 ~23)t

T
Slt '- (~12 ~22 ~23)t

S2t '- (~13 ~33 ~23)t

where Pit : T-~ Rnx3n and Sit : T-, R3nxn, i-1,2, then a calculation shows:

T
P1,ttlSl,tt1 - P1tASl,tt1(A}Blllt)

P1tSlt - (A-K1tC1)TP1tASl,tt1

P2,tf1S2,tt1 - P2tAS2,tf1(AfB2L2t)T

P2tS2t - (A-K2tC2)TP2tAS2,tt1

(67a)

(67b)

(67c)

(67d)

These expressions can be seen as the two-DMs extension of the single-DM LQG-
case, cf. part II [18], where we have found PtSt - 0, if the ortimal values
for Kt and Lt are used. Clearly Pitsit - 0, i- 1,2 is a(trivial) solution
of (67), but it does not necessarily follow from it.
In this case it is unknown whether Pitsit - 1,2 vanishes at the optimal solu-
tion. In fact the optimal solution is unknown too.
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9. Concluding Remarks

The main topic of this note was on the Stochastic Nash and Team compensator
problem. The compensator technique had to be used as an approximation for de-
centralized decision problems in order to retain favorable properties as
separation, robustness, linearity, computability.
It turned out that successes along this line or still poor. Although a rigourous
proof ís lacking, the heuristic arguments in the text have convinced the present
author that a separation property for stochastic Nash and Team problems does
not hold.
At least, it does not hold for the pronosed structure of the compensator;
here, one wishes to improve without making the problem overparametrized.
Let us review briefly some other approaches to this and related problems.
The following notation will be used.
At time t E T, i- 1,2, :

- observation DMi yi(t)

- control DMi u,(t)~
- output compensator for DMi zi(t)
fi(.), Li(.), i- 1,2 are general and linear functions resp. of their arguments.
Consider the two-DMs Stachastic Nash problem.
The following information structures are of some interest.

1. ul (t) - fl (yl (0) , Y1 (1) .. . . , yl (t-1) )

u2(t) - f2(y2(0), Y2(1),-.., y2(t-1))

No solution is known.

ul (t) - L1 (yl (0) , Y1 (1) , . . . , yl (t-1) )

y2(t) - L2(y2(0), Y2(1),..., y2(t-1))

This problem can be solved, and its solution is unique under some
conditions. The resulting implicit equations in L1 and L2 have to be
solved iteratively.

3. ul(t) - L1(zl(t))

u2 (t) - L2 (z2 (t) )
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This problem is discussed here; in general it will lead to a compli-
cated two-points boundary value problem.
Existence and uniqueness problems will be difficult.

4. ul (t) - fl (yl (0) . Y2 (0) , . . . , yl (t-2) , Y2 (t-2) . Y1 (t-1) )

u2 (t) - f2 (yl (0) , Y2 (0) , . . . , yl (t-2) r Y2 (t-2) , Y2 (t-1) )

This is the 1-step delayed observation sharing pattern.
It is discussed extensively in the literature and it can be shown
that the resulting strategies are linear in the available information
and unique.
Quite a lot of bookkeeping is necessary to produce an algorithm which
computes these strategies. Moreover a Lyapunov-type equation needs to
be solved at~every time-step.

The main tool for stochastic dynamic problems is stochastic dynamic programming
(SDP). It must be emphasized that SDP cannot be applied in case 3, where the
maximum principle must be used. Only if a sufficient statistic for the compen-

sator can be found such that Q{zi(tfl)} contains o{zi(t)}, i-1,2, there is a
change that SDP might outperform the maximum principle in this case.

As long as the separation property does not hold, one ends up with coupled

state and costate equations, indicating that the available information and the

resulting control are connected; this coupling appears very hard to analyse.
It suggests that new tools and new views are needed to make any progress in
multi-DM, multi-objective decision problems.
This last remark can be found in every survey on what generally is called
Large Scale Systems Theory. For a prospect on the near future the article of

Drenick [6] is recommended. A similar thought can be found in the recent, more

technical survey of Sandell e.a. [22].
Another survey which stresses more the fundamental aspects like information

structures, value of information, and gives some economical applications is

Ho [11] . Related work of the same author is [12] and [13] .
A more structural point of view is reported there, for which is certainly a

need. Another suggestion is given in Hexner and Ho [10], by introducing con-

cepts as common and private information.
The notion of private information is however, not uniquely defined.
Here it might be worthwhile to investigate the problem along the geometric
approach of Wonham, see [26]. Similar ideas, concerning controllability and
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observability of decentralized systems can be found in Yoshikawa and Kobayaski

[14] and [27] .
The same authors have investigated separation of such systems [28], inspired

by the very general set-up as given in Witsenhausen [25].
Here is must be noted that one of Witsenhausen's assertions has been refuted

by Varaiya and Walrand [24] .
The team problem is of considerable interest, especially for economical appli-

cations and models. (Management organizations, resource allocations, informa-

tion processing). Major contributions have been made by Marschak and Radner,

e.g. [15] , [16] and [20] .
The resource allocation problem is discussed by Arrow and Hurwicz [1].

Novel work on incentives in teams is done by Groves [8], [9].
Mainly the static case is discussed, both in deterministic and stochastic
setting; the dynamic team problem is discussed in a very general context by

Bagchi and Ba~ar, who provide an existence and uniqueness proof using Hilbert

space formulation and Volterra operators, [5].
Finally we remark that many numerical and computational aspects can be found

in the survey of Geoffrion [7] .
Evidently this brief summary is far from complete; much additional information

can be found by inspecting the references given in the survey papers.
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Appendix A: The matrix minimum principle

Theorem

Given:
(A1) state equation

(A2) costs

(A3) Hamiltonian

where

nlxn2
X : T -Y R

mlxm2U : T-~R

Xtfl - Xt - F(t.Xt,Ut) ' XO

tl-1
J - K(X ) -F E L(t,X ,U )

tl t-0 t t

H(Xt'Ptfl'Ut) ~ L(t,Xt,Ut) f

tr [F (t,Xt'Ut) Ptflj

nlxn2 mlxm2 nlxn2F: T x R x R ; R

nlxn2K : R -~ R

nlxn2 mlxm2
L: T x R x R -r R

nlxn2P : T x R

nlxn2 nlxn2 mlxm2H: R x R x R -~ R

T - {O,l,...,tl} time índex set.

If Ut is the optimal unconstrained control and Xt the corresponding state trajec-
tory, then there exists a costate matrix Pt, t E T such that

(A4) Xt}1 - Xt - F(t,Xt,Ut)

~ ! óH
(A5)

Pttl - Pt - - 8X
t

(A6) X~ - X~ ~ Pt - aX K(Xt )1 t 1
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(A7 )
ax
aut - o

~t m1Xm2

Note 1. assumed is that all differentiations are permitted,
2. in applications all stars are omitted for convenience,
3. the vector case of this theorem is proved in ~4~.

O
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Appendix B: The Stochastic Nash Compensator
The (x, el, e2)-representation

Define el :- z- zl ; e2 :- x- z2.
System and compensator error equations are

xttl -(AfB1L1ttB2L2t)xt - B1Lltelt - B2L2e2t f Mvt

el,tfl - (A-IC1tC1)elt } B2L2txt - B2L2te2t } (M-K1tN1)vt

e2,tf1 - (A-K2tC2)e2t } B1Lltxt - B1Llt lt } (M-K2tN2)vt

Cost function for DMi:

tl-1
J1 - (xTQlx)tl -~ tEO (xTQlxfuiR11u1fu2R12u2)t -

- (xTele2)
Q1

Q1fL1R11L1}L2R12L2 -L1R11L1 -L2R12L2
tl-1

E (xTele2)
t-0

-T T
-L1R11L1 LiR11L1 ~

T
-L2R12L2

A similar expression can be given for the costs of DM2.
3nx3nDefine Et : T-~ R : the variance of rx ,

el

e2 t

0

Pt~ ~t : T-. R3nx3n : costate matrices for DM1 and DM2 resp,

A :- ' AfB1L1fB2L2 -B1L1 -B2L2

B2L2 A-K1C1 -B2L2

B1L1 -B1L1 A-K2C2
t

M .- M

M-KiNl

M-K2N2

T
L2R12L2

t

x

el

e2
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Q1 '- Q1tLiRilLltL2R12L2 - LiR11L1 -L2R12L2
T T-L1R11L1 L1R11L1 ~
T T-L2R12L2 0 L2R12L2

Q2 Q2tLiR21L1tL2R22L2 -LiR21L1 -L2R22L2
T T-L1R21L1 L1R21L1 ~
T T-L2R22L2 0 L2R22L2

then we can express the state equation and the Hamiltonians as follows:

state equation Ett1 - AEtAT t MVMT,

Hamiltonian B1(~t' Pttl' Klt' Llt' K2t' L2t) -
for DM1

tr (AEtATPttitDiVMTPtt1tQ1 ~t)

T ! !Fiamiltonian B2(~t' ~tti' K1t, L1t, K2t, L2t) -
for DM2

tr(AEtATIItt1t~T~tt1tQ2~t)

Naw define: E1 .- I 0 I , E2 .- I I~ , E3 .- , 0

01 l0

I nXn unity matrix, then

A - E1AE1tE2AE2tE3AE3t(E1tE3)B1L1(E1-E2)T t

(E1tE2)B2L2(E1-E3)T-E2K1C1E~-E3K2C2E3

ti

I
J

Q1 - E1QEit(E1-E2)L1R11L1(E1-E2)Tt(E1-E3)L2R12L2(E1-E3)T

MVMT - (E1tE2tE3) MVMT (E1-FE2tE3) T- (E1tE2tE3) MVN1KiE2

-(E1tE2tE3)MVNZK2E3-E2K1N1VMT(E1tE2tE3)
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-(E3KZN2VMT.(E1tE2fE3)tE2KiN1VNiK1E2 f

E2K1N1VN2K2E3tE3K2N2VNiKiE2 t

T T TE3K2N2VN2K2E3.

Q2 - E1Q2Eif(E1-E2)LiR21L1(E1-E2)Tf(E1-E3)L2R22L2(E1-E3)T

By correct use of a modified chain rule, the first-order-conditions can be
derived immediately, using the above expressions for A, Qi and MVMT.

ax
aLit 1 1 3 ttl t 1 2 11 1 1 2 t 1 21 - BT (E tE ) TP AE (E -E ) fR L (E -E ) TE ( E -E ) - 0

aRl -ETP AE E CT-ETP (E tE fE )MVNT fóKit - 2 ttl t 2 1 2 ttl 1 2 3 1

E2Ptt1E2K1N1~1}E2Ptf1E3K2N2VNi - 0

8L2 - B2(E1fE2)T~tt1AEt(E1-E3)tR22L2(E1-E3)TEt(E1-E3) - 0
2t

aK2t - -E3~tt1AEtE3C2-E3~tf1(E1tE2tE3)MVN2 f

E3~tt1E3K2N2~2}E3~tt1E2K1N1VN2 - 0

The costate equations are

Pt - A Ptt1A ~ Q1 and IIt - A
IItf1A } Q2~
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Appendix C: The Rhodes and Luenberger solution for the Stochastic Nash
Compensator

Consider a time-varying, continuous-time, zero-sum dynamic game.
Model:

xt - Atxt t Bltult } 82tu2t

ylt - Cltxt } ~it

y2t - C2txt } ~2t

vit E G(O,Vi), vit uncorrelated, white noise processes;
no system noise incorperated (M-0).

x~ E G(m,E)

T
J(u1 ~ u2) z 1' (uiRlultu2R2u2) dt f xT ( T) Qfx (T)

0

R1 ~ 0, R2 ~ 0

Compensator zlt - Aitzit t Bltult } Klt[ylt-Citzit~
for DM1

Compensator z2t - A2t22t t B2tu2t } K2t[y2t C2tz2t~
for DM2

The solution is found by dynamic programQning; the unknown matrices Alt' A2t'
K1t, K2t and the controls are given through

Solution: u~t - Lltzlt '- -R11BltPtzit

~e -1 T
u2t - L2tz2t '- -R2 82tPtzt

Ait - At - B2L2[If(E13-E23) (E11-E12)-1~
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A2t - At - BiLl [It(E12-E23) (E11-E13)-1]

T -1
K2t - ~33~2V2

Z1It-0 - Z2It-0 - m

x
The costate Pt : T~ Rn n obeys

Pt f AtPt t PtAt - Pt [BiR11B1fB2R21B2] Pt - 0

P (T) - Qf

~t . T~ R3nx3n is the variance of

Et - AtEt f EtAt t

where

xt
xt Zlt
xt Z2t

and obeys

V1 0 0 K1 0

0 V2 0 0 K

At :- A-BiLl-B2L2 BiLl B2L2

A-A1-B2L2 A-KiCl B2L2

A-A2-BiLl B1L1 A-K2C2 t

Additional results
i) orthogonal projection E[(xt-Zit)Zit] - 0, i-1,2

ii) for Et ' ~12 - ~22 and ~13 - ~33 (~ediate from (i))
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kasbeheersprobleem met continue
controle aug.

Linear - Quadratic - Gaussian
Dynamic Games aug.



15. P. Hinssen
J. Kriens
J. Th. van Lieshout

16. A. Hendriks en
T. van der Bij-Veenstra

17. F.W.M. Boekema
A.J. Hendriks
L.H.J. Verhoef

18. B. Kaper

19. P.F.P.M. Nederstigt

20. J.J.A. tioors

21. J. Plasmans
H. Meersman

22. J. Plasmans
H. Meersman

23. B.B. van der Genugten

24. F.A. Kense

.25. R.T.P. Wiche

26. J.A.M. Oonincx

Een kasbeheermodel onder
onzekerheid sept.

"Van Bedrijfsverzamelgebouw
naar Bedrijvencentrum~ okt.

Industriepolitiek, Regiaoaal
beleid en Innovatie okt.

Stability of a discrete-time,
macroeconomic disequilibrium
model.

Over de toepasbaarheid van
het Amerikaanse 'Diagnosis
Related Group'-systeem in
Nederland

Auditing and Bayes' Estimation

An Econometric Quantity Ratio-
ning Model for the Laboar
Market.

okt.

nov.

nov.

nov.

Theorieén van de werkloos-
heid. nov.

Een model ter beschrijving van
de ontwikkeling van de veestapel
in Nederland. nov.

De omzet~artikel concentratie-
curve als beleidsinstrlaaent nov.

Populaire wetten~specificatieve
wetten, oftewel
Over het ethisch en maatschap-
pelijk belang van een korrekte
interpretatie van qenerische
uitspraken

Micro-computers, standa.ard-
pakketten, administratieve
gegevensverwerking en infor-
matieverzorging

dec.

dec.



IN 1983 REEDS VERSCHENEN

01. F. Boekema
L. Verhoef

02. R.H. Veenstra
J. Kriens

03. J. Kriens
J.Th. van Lieshout
J. Roe~n
P. Verheyen

04. P. Meys

05. H.J. Klok

06. J. Glombowski
M. Kr~3qer

07. G.J.C.TH. van Schijndel

O8. F. Boekema
L. Verhoef

09: M. Merbis

~10. J.W. Velthuijsen
P.H.M. Ruys

il. Arie Kapteyn
Huib vab de Stadt
Sara van de Geer

12. W.J. Oomens

13. A. Kapteyn
J.B. Nugent

Enterprise Zones.
Vormen Dereguleringszones een
adequaat instrument van regio-
naal sociaal-economisch beleid? jan.

Statistical Sampling in Internal
Control Systems by Using the
A.O.Q.L.-System.

Management Accounting and
Operational Research

Het autoritair etatisme

jan.

jan-
jan.

De klassieke politieke
economie geherwaardeerd febr.

Unemployment benefits and
Goodwin's growth cycle model febr.

Inkomstenbelasting in een
dynamisch model van de onder-
neming

Local initiatives: local enter-
prïse aqency~trust, business in
the community

febr.

febr.

On the compensator, Part II,
Corrections and Extensions febr.

Profit-non-profit: een wiskundig-
economisch model febr.

The Relativity of Utility:
Evidence from Panel Data. mrt.

Economische interpretaties van
de statistische resultaten van
Lydia E. Pinkham

The impact of weather on the
income and consumption of
farm households in India:
A new test of the permanent
income hypothesis?

mrt.

apríl

14. F. Boekema Wordt het milieu nu echt
J. van der Straaten ontregeld? april



IN 1983 REEDS VERSCHENEN (vervolq):

15. H. Gremmen De universitaire economen
Th. van Bergen over het regeringsbeleid april



M i ~u~~u~ï~~w~~á~~wu~ r~ ~i
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